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Introduction

The purpose of the Palos Park Strategic Plan is to identify areas of concern that are considered most important to Village
residents and establish specific goals and objectives that provide the detailed guidance the Village needs to begin addressing
and improving those components that contribute to the overall quality of life in Palos Park. Designed to be focused and
implementation-oriented, the Strategic Plan identifies immediate, short-term, long-term, and on-going actions to be taken.
Recommendations include administrative actions, creation of new Village employee positions, and actions that will require
capital expenditure and the allocation of funding. The overall objective of the Strategic Plan can be summarized in the
following Mission Statement:


To preserve and maintain the natural environment; develop attractive and
unique commercial shopping and service areas that enhance and contribute
to the Village’s historical and rural character, while improving the quality
of residential life.


This Palos Park Strategic Plan contains eight community “focus areas”; eight goals (one for each focus area); 61 objectives;
and more than 100 preliminary implementation steps. This document contains the following sections:
∙

Introduction – outlines the purpose, approach, and format of the Strategic Plan;

∙

Community Outreach and Participation – provides an overview of the community outreach activities;
and

∙

Focus Areas, Goals and Objectives, and Implementation Outline – presents the primary recommen
dations of the Strategic Plan.

Together, these components establish the Strategic Plan as the document that can and should provide guidance and direction
to the Village on future decision-making and resource allocation. The Strategic Plan was made possible by the extraordinary participation and contribution of the entire Palos Park community. The residents and business community of
Palos Park have focused their stewardship for their community into the development of this Plan. It is the intention of the
Village to honor this community commitment by actively using the Strategic Plan to improve the quality of life for Village
residents.
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Community
outreach and
participation
Palos Park’s Strategic Plan provided an ideal
opportunity to introduce and include local
residents and members of the Palos Park business community in an important community
dialogue. It is important that all residents
have the opportunity to be heard and to know
that someone is listening. It is this community
dialogue that served as the foundation for community goal setting and strategic planning.
Community involvement and feedback were
essential throughout the entire planning process.
Community involvement was important in serving as a means of building community consensus and helping to foster a sense of stewardship
for the Palos Park community.
Several outreach and citizen participation activities have been incorporated into the Village’s
strategic planning process in an effort to maximize the ability and opportunity for residents
to participate and provide the Village with
their thoughts and insights. In total, slightly
less than 800 people participated in some way
in the Village’s strategic planning process. The
activities identified below were conducted in October, November, and December of 2003, and
January 2004. A summary of the different
community outreach activities is provided below:
(Detailed summaries of the different outreach
activities are on file with the Village).
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One-On-One Interviews
Several one-on-one confidential interviews were conducted with
Village staff and elected officials to gain first hand knowledge and
insight from the people most directly responsible for the day-to-day
running of the Village and those responsible for establishing Village
policy. In total, 13 individuals participated in one-on-one interviews.
• Department Heads and Other Key Village Staff
• Elected Officials

Small Group Workshops/Discussions
Several workshops were conducted that included various boards,
commissions, and other community groups. These groups, and the
individuals that comprise them, provide services, guidance, and
recommendations on a wide range of community issues. Some
groups, such as the Plan Commission and Zoning Board of Appeals,
make direct recommendations to the Village Council regarding
land use, development, building, and zoning related matters. Other
groups focus on the cultural, environmental, and business resources
of the community. And others are responsible for services such as
public safety, recreation, and educational/entertainment, which all
contribute greatly to the overall quality of life in the Village. The
groups are comprised of appointed officials, volunteers, and paid
professionals. Together, the represent a dedicated segment of the
Palos Park community dedicated to improving the lives of all residents.
In total, approximately 52 individuals participated in the small group
workshops.
• Library Board and Administrator
• Recreation Board and Staff
• Palos Fire Protection District
• Plan Commission
• Zoning Board of Appeals
• Tree Body
• Beautification Committee
• Fine Arts Committee
• McCord NFP
• Palos Park Businesses

Community Workshop
A Community Workshop was conducted to solicit input from Village
residents on any and all topics of concern regarding the Village. An open
discussion was had for the purpose of collectively identifying issues that
the Village ought to address. The workshop was conducted in a manner
that ensured that all attendees had an equal opportunity to participate
and to make sure that no one individual or issues monopolized the
workshop discussion. In total, approximately 35 residents participated in
the Community Workshop.
•Residents of Palos Park

School Workshops
Three different workshops were conducted to gather input from schoolaged children – one elementary school workshop, one middle school
workshop, and one high school workshop. Not surprising, the feedback
from the children was insightful and offered a unique perspective on
a variety of Village issues. From environmental preservation to bicycle
safety and recreation, all three levels provided input that was helpful
in developing the strategic planning goals and objectives. In total,
approximately 45 students participated in the school workshops.
•Elementary School.
•Middle School
•High School

Community Survey
Approximately 2,000 surveys were mailed directly to Palos Park
residents and businesses. Because some residents may not have been
able to attend the Community Workshop or participate in an interview
or small group workshop, the Community Survey gives all residents the
opportunity to provide their input to the Village’s strategic planning
effort. In total, approximately 645 surveys were completed and
returned.
•Residents of Palos Park
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Community
Focus Areas,
Goals &
Objectives, and
Implementation
Outline
While the community outreach serves as the
foundation for the strategic planning process, it
is this section of the document that presents the
“core” components of the Palos Park Strategic
Plan. Each of these “core” components is
identified below and presented in detail in the
following pages.

Community Focus Areas
An assessment of the issues, concerns, projects, and priorities
identified throughout the Community Outreach components of the
strategic planning process has resulted in the establishment of eight
(8) Community Focus Areas. These Focus Areas represent “umbrella”
categories in which all of the identified issues and concerns are
organized. The eight Community Focus Areas include:
1. Zoning and Land Use
2. Economic Development/Commercial Areas
3. Traffic and Infrastructure
4. Village Services
5. Open Space and Natural Environment
6. Village Character
7. Parks and Recreation
8. Communications

Goals & Objectives
Goals and Objectives were developed for each of the eight
Community Focus Areas. A total of eight goals (one for each
Community Focus Area) and more than 60 supporting objectives were
established to guide Palos Park with future decision making regarding
areas of concern that were identified as most important by Village
residents.

Implementation Outline
For each objective, a series of initial implementation steps has been
identified. This “implementation outline” is not intended to be an
exhaustive list of all the necessary steps that will be needed to
accomplish identified objectives, but rather the initial implementation
steps that will “jump start” the Village’s strategic planning efforts.
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Community Focus Area 1

Goal:
Improve the Zoning Ordinance, its enforcement, its
application, its administration, its appropriateness, and its
interpretation as it is applied to properties within the Village
of Palos Park and within the Village’s planning jurisdiction.
Objective 1:
Amend the Zoning Ordinance to create more appropriate regulations
for residential development and construction on smaller lots (less than
1 acre).
Implementation:
• Have consultant prepare a report analyzing difficulties of applying
existing zoning standards to smaller lots – examining height, setbacks,
floor area ratio, lot coverage, and other “bulk” variables.
• Have consultant, working with Village staff, examine history/trend of
variances granted for construction on smaller lots.

Zoning and Land
Use
Zoning and land use related concerns were
frequently mentioned throughout the outreach
process. Concerns related to zoning include:
enforcement, standards for new construction,
regulations for smaller residential lots, issuing
fewer variances, training for the Plan Commission and Zoning Board of Appeals, and more
staff support at ZBA meetings. The objectives
identified below should collectively improve all
aspects of zoning and zoning related matters in
the Village.

• Review and discuss findings with Plan Commission and Zoning Board
of Appeals. Examine possible amendments to address any concerns or
issues.
• Conduct public hearings for possible text amendments if necessary.
• Make recommendations to the Village Board.

Objective 2:
Amend the Zoning Ordinance to establish more appropriate standards
for new residential construction to ensure compatibility with the
existing and desired character of the Village.
Implementation:
• Have consultant prepare a report analyzing existing build-out scenarios
for actual lots within the Village to provide an overview of what the
current code allows in terms of residential construction – examining
height, setbacks, floor area ratio, lot coverage, and other “bulk” variables.
• Review and discuss findings with Plan Commission and Zoning Board
of Appeals. Examine possible amendments to address any concerns or
issues.
• Conduct public hearings for possible text amendments if necessary.
• Make recommendations to the Village Board.

Objective 3:
In addition to the above noted amendments, conduct a complete
overview of Zoning Ordinance to assess its appropriateness and
effectiveness.
Implementation:
• Working with the Zoning Board of Appeals and Plan Commission,
conduct a public meeting to allow residents to speak about zoning
problems/issues.
• Have consultant conduct a section-by-section overview of the current
ordinance to identify areas where amendments may required or
desirable (taking into consideration resident feedback).
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• Review with PC/ZBA the potential areas of change.
• Based on agreed upon need for changes, consultant will prepare draft
text amendments.
• Public hearing with ZBA/PC with recommendations going to Village
Board.

Objective 4:
Develop and enforce a property maintenance code to address the
problem of dilapidated and neglected properties throughout the
Village.
Implementation:
• Identify and clarify the issue that the Village is attempting to address
through the adoption of new regulations.
• Examine property maintenance codes from other communities to
consider their appropriateness for Palos Park.
• Draft a Palos Park Property Maintenance Code for review and
consideration.
• Note: The full-time Code Enforcement Officer will be instrumental in the
effectiveness of any new property maintenance ordinance.

Objective 5:
Develop boundary agreements with adjacent communities.
Implementation:
• Establish appropriate “Planning Area Boundaries” for Palos Park.
• Establish a dialogue with neighboring communities to address the issue
of establishing boundary agreements.
• Draft and prepare boundary agreements.

Objective 6:
Annex, zone and plan areas to the west.
Implementation:
• As part of “Master Plan”, designate appropriate land uses for the
unincorporated areas to the west, and other areas that are part of the
Villages planning jurisdiction.
• As part of the “Master Plan”, designate what the appropriate zoning would
be for all areas.
• Pursue annexation of areas within the defined Palos Park planning
jurisdiction.

Objective 7:
Maintain 1-acre zoning requirements for all new single-family
residential developments
Implementation:
• Ensure that the Zoning Ordinance, Zoning Map, Comprehensive Plan, and
“Master Plan” consistently support this objective.
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Objective 8:
Improve code enforcement throughout the Village.
Implementation:
• Reclassification of existing personnel or recruitment of new personnel.
• Training of police officers for appropriate code enforcement assistance.

Objective 9:
Train the Zoning Board of Appeals and the Plan Commission on
hardship standards and other zoning factors, in conjunction with
proposed text amendments, in an effort to reduce the frequency of
granting variances.
Implementation:
• Have consultant prepare a workshop for elected and appointed
officials regarding zoning, variations, planned developments, and other
regulatory items.
• Identify other training courses or seminars for PC and ZBA members to
attend.
• Identify and purchase books and other materials aimed at training
officials on matters related to zoning and planning.

Objective 10:
Develop a “Master Plan” for the Village to guide Village zoning and
development efforts and to identified needed changes to the Zoning
Ordinance and Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map.
Implementation:
• Identify all potential commercial development sites within the Village, as
well as other land use designations.
• Determine the viability of different types of commercial development for
each site.
• Designate each site for its desired commercial use.
• Establish design and development guidelines applicable to all
commercial areas with specific guideline as needed for certain sites.
• Identify recommended and necessary zoning amendments necessary
to accommodate the commercial designations and character of new
development throughout the Village.
• Adopt and implement the “Master Plan” and all of its components and
recommendations.

Objective 11 (on-going):
Establish a regular process to achieve better staff support for the ZBA.
Implementation:
• Have ZBA members identify and clarify the type of support they desire
from staff, from application to staffing meetings.
• Assign appropriate staff person(s) and define areas of responsibility.
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Community Focus Area 2

Economic
Development/
Commercial
Areas
Economic development was consistently rated
throughout the community outreach activities as
one of the highest priorities for the Village to
address. Several concerns relate to increasing
tax revenue for the Village, providing goods
and services that are currently not available
in Palos Park, ensuring that existing and new
commercial areas reflect the unique character
and appearance of Palos Park, and protecting the Village’s character and charm as new
commercial development is considered. Overdevelopment was cited as a concern by many
residents, so new commercial development must
be well planned, appropriately located, and appropriated scaled and designed.

Goal:
Provide a diverse mix of attractive, successful and appropriate
commercial uses in select locations throughout the Village
that provide desired goods and services for residents, provide
a strong revenue source for the Village, and contribute to the
Village’s overall character and quality.
Objective 1:
Adopt and implement a Commercial Areas “Master Plan”, as an
addendum to the Comprehensive Plan, for existing and potential
future commercial areas of the Village.
Implementation:
• Identify all potential commercial development sites within the Village.
• Determine the viability of different types of commercial development for
each site.
• Investigate the development of a museum campus/complex along the
canal.
• Designate each site for its desired commercial use.
• Establish design and development guidelines applicable to all
commercial areas with specific guideline as needed for certain sites.
• Identify recommended and necessary zoning amendments necessary
to accommodate the commercial designations and character of new
development.
• Adopt and implement the “Master Plan” and all of its components and
recommendations.

Objective 2:
As a follow-up to or as part of the Commercial Development Master
Plan, conduct an overview of the Village’s commercial zoning districts.
Implementation:
• This should be done as part of the recommendations and
implementation of the Commercial Areas Master Plan.

Objective 3:
Improve the appearance and overall character of existing and future
commercial development to ensure that it is more reflective of the
Village’s overall desired character.
Implementation:
• Establish “Design and Development Guidelines” that would be
applicable to all commercial areas of the Village. Guidelines should not
dictate architectural style, but rather establish a desired character for
development, including components for architecture, building materials,
signage, lighting, landscaping, parking lots, screening and buffering.
• Consider establishing a Planned Unit Development (PUD) process
to facilitate all new commercial development and major commercial
renovations in the Village. The guidelines could be one of the
standards for review in determining the appropriateness of a proposed
development.
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Objective 4:
Develop a “Village Center” pedestrian shopping/dining/mixed-use
area within the Metra “triangle” area or elsewhere within the Village.
Implementation:
• Building on the Commercial Areas “Master Plan”, develop detail plans for
a “Village Center”.
• Consider issuing an RFQ or RFP to solicit a master developer for such a
development.

Objective 5:
Generate additional tax revenue for the Village through the successful
establishment and development of retail and other appropriate
commercial uses.
Implementation:
• Create and adopt a Commercial Areas “Master Plan” for the Village.
• Working with property owners, actively market commercial
opportunities in Palos Park to the development community.
• Maintain and strengthen the Village’s relationship with Village
businesses.

Objective 6:
Establish an Economic Development Director position to oversee,
coordinate, manage and focus the Village’s economic development
efforts.
Implementation:
• Identify the specific role and responsibilities of the new position and
establish the qualifications/experience the person filling the new
position should posses.
• Prepare job descriptions outlining expectations and responsibilities of
new position.
• Post job openings, accept applications, identify candidates, interview,
and hire.
• Evaluate individual and position responsibilities to ensure new position
and resources are being allocated efficiently to maximize benefit of new
hire to the Village.

Objective 7:
Organize and hold more community events that involve local
businesses and commercial areas (examples include holiday events,
farmers markets, cultural/civic celebrations).
Implementation:
• Coordinate with local businesses and organizations to add events to the
Village’s existing schedule of events.
• Improve marketing for such events through better use of the web site,
cable television, newsletter, newspapers, and participating businesses
and organizations.
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Objective 8 (on-going):
Establishment of a Palos Park Business Association that meets on a
regular basis and has a Village representative as a member.
Implementation:
• Host an event inviting all Palos Park businesses to discuss the possibility of
forming a Palos Park Business Association.
• Based on discussions, and if there is interest, assist the group with framing
the objectives, purpose, and operating procedures for the organization.
• Assist the group in electing or appointing officers and with establishing a
meeting schedule.
• Designate a Village representative to the group.
• Note. This is not a Village organization, board, commission, or committee.
The Village should assist, facilitate, and support as is deemed appropriate.
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Community Focus Area 3

Goal:
Improve the quality and safety of the Village’s infrastructure
to ensure the safe and efficient movement of vehicles, bicycles,
pedestrians, and equestrians throughout all areas of the
Village and secure the proper design and implementation of
other infrastructure systems.
Objective 1:
Repair/resurface Village roads and work with IDOT to improve the
condition of 123rd and 119th Streets.
Implementation:
• Continue discussing the resurfacing/repair of 123rd Street and 119th
Street with IDOT (strongly consider not assuming jurisdiction for either
road).
• Consider a minor increase in local sales tax to generate additional funds
for the specific purpose of improving Village infrastructure (resurfacing
local roads).
• Continue the Village’s program of scheduled street repair and
resurfacing.

Objective 2:
Monitor and improve the stormwater drainage systems within
the Village and implement sound stormwater and water basin
management techniques for all new development.
Implementation:

Traffic and
Infrastructure
The poor condition of several roads within
the Village was cited throughout the strategic
planning process as a priority issue, particularly
123rd Street and 119th Street, but also Village
roads in general. Although some residents
prefer not having sidewalks, there does seem to
be a stronger desire to see sidewalks or wider
paved shoulders along major roads within the
Village. More bicycle paths connecting to the
forest preserves and other areas of the Village
were noted throughout the planning process.
Traffic and bicycle safety was often cited as an
issue due to the combination of poor roads,
no sidewalks, and speeding cars. Other than
traffic, bicycle and road issues, stormwater
concerns were cited as recurring issue in some
areas. The objectives identified below seek to
improve the condition and safety of circulation
throughout the Village and improve certain
infrastructure conditions.

• Work with the county and neighboring communities to identify water
basin management issues and possible improvements/solutions.
• Have Public Works Department monitor the stormwater drainage
systems in the Village and provide regular conditions updates and
recommendations for problem areas.
• Adopt a wetlands ordinance.
• Make appropriate revisions to grading and elevation data for floodplain
mapping.

Objective 3:
Provide sidewalks or wider paved shoulders on major roads to safely
accommodate bicycle and pedestrian traffic.
Implementation:
• Initiate discussions with IDOT for the inclusion of 5’ paved shoulders on
both sides of 123rd and 119th Streets.
• Identify other streets where the establishment of paved shoulders may
also be desirable.
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Objective 4:
Establish a better bicycle/pedestrian trail system linking forest preserve
and other areas of the Village.
Implementation:
• Work with Forest Preserve to identify all existing trails within the forest
preserve and elsewhere in the area.
• Make available maps of the existing trails at the Village Hall, Library, on
the Village’s web site, and elsewhere in the Village.
• To the extent possible designate and/or establish bicycle/pedestrian
trails, paths, or routes to connect to the forest preserve trails and “link” the
various areas of the Village.
• Coordinate with the Forest Preserve District, equestrian groups, and
bicycle organizations to conduct an annual “Trail Etiquette” workshop for
area residents.
• Ensure that any new environmental/open space opportunity in the
Village accommodates the appropriate interaction between individuals
and the environment.
• Develop paved shoulders along 123rd Street, 119th Street, and along
other appropriate roads throughout the Village

Objective 5:
Improve greater speed limit compliance through improved/increased
police enforcement, signage, and public awareness campaigns.
Implementation:
• Bring to the attention of the Palos Police Department.
• Examine signage throughout the community and identify areas where
addition/improved signage may be appropriate.
• Utilize cable television, newsletter, and web site to increase awareness of
issue.

Objective 6:
Bury utility lines along major streets any anywhere else possible.
Implementation:
• Continue to explore opportunities for burying utility lines, most likely as
part of larger capital improvement projects or major developments.
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Community Focus Area 4

Goal:
Improve the quality and range of Village services provided to
residents and businesses within the Palos Park Community,
while continuing the existing high level of professionalism,
fiscal responsibility, and efficiency.
Objective 1:
Improve the Village building permit process.
Implementation:
• Survey and interview residents and builders to evaluate detailed aspects
of the permitting and review process.
• Working with department staff, identify building permit procedural
problems and identify possible solutions.
• Based on input from staff, residents, and builders, propose and
implement changes.
• Monitor process after changes are implemented to ensure success
– consider follow-up survey six months after process is improved.

Village Services
Although the majority of residents believe
Village staff and official are doing an excellent
job, concerns regarding the Building Department and its various functions were noted as
an area in need of improvement. The Library
was also frequently cited as a Village facility
in need of improvement. Service items and
facilities related to parks and recreation, and
zoning related matters are covered in separate
sections of this report. With limited revenue
sources and a fairly modest annual budget, the
Village provides a variety of quality services
in a professional manner. The goals identified
below seek to further improve the service offered
to residents by the Village.

Objective 2:
Purchase and implement appropriate permit tracking software for the
Building Department.
Implementation:
• Working with department staff, interview vendors, evaluate products,
and make appropriate purchases.
• Ensure appropriate individuals are thoroughly trained, making sure
to cross train individuals other than primarily responsible for permit
tracking.
• Provide appropriate access to permit tracking information from
police department and other terminal locations within the Village
administrative offices.

Objective 3:
Establish and implement a better archival system for Village permit
records.
Implementation:
• Working with department staff, interview vendors, evaluate products,
and make appropriate purchases.
• Ensure appropriate individuals are thoroughly trained, making sure to
cross train individuals other than primarily responsible for retrieving
Village records.
• Provide appropriate access to archived materials for certain Village
personnel.
• Permit tracking software may be part of the solution to improved
archival system.
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Objective 4:
Improve Village code enforcement through the establishment of a fulltime Code Enforcement Officer and other departmental improvements.
Implementation:
• Reclassification of existing personnel or recruitment of new personnel.
• Training of police officers for appropriate code enforcement assistance.

Objective 5:
Establish reverse 911 for the Village areas.
Implementation:
• Continue to cooperate with the appropriate organizations and agencies
to establish a community-wide reverse 911service for the Village and
surrounding unincorporated areas.

Objective 6:
Establish more programs to assist seniors with property maintenance
and upkeep.
Implementation:
• Explore establishing local Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
program. The program would be administered through the West Side
Neighborhood Preservation Agency (WSNPA).
• Explore opportunities for participating in Community and Economic
Development Association (CEDA) programs, which provides training,
workshops, and program set-up assistance.
• Work with local organization (churches, volunteer groups, etc) to establish
a “Palos Volunteers Corps” to assist seniors with property maintenance
matters.

Objective 7:
Improve the Building Department area within Village Hall by providing
a plan review area away from the service counter for department
officials, residents, and builders to sit down and review plan drawings
and other submittal information.
Implementation:
• Evaluate with staff the operational conditions of the department and
adjacent areas.
• Explore reorganization options of existing floor plan to accommodate
improved customer service.
• Explore options for changing the existing floor plan and staff placement
to accommodate new construction for the creation of a new “plan review
area”.
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Objective 8:
Provide training for Building Department staff on “how to deal with
residents.”
Implementation:
• Research and identify available training programs and select most
appropriate (several available).
• Identify which staff should attend such training and make such training
a requirement for their position.

Objective 9:
Improve the usability of the Village’s web page as a tool for residents
to research Village information such as rules, regulations, and
ordinances; communicate thoughts and concerns to Village staff and
officials; and conduct transactions such as paying Village bills and fees
on-line.
Implementation:
• Construct on-line survey for users of the site to evaluate and suggest
improvements.
• Modify and improve site to accommodate on-line bill pay and other
features.

Objective 10:
Improve/expand library services and facilities.
Implementation:
• Determine what services and improvements community desires.
• Library Board must develop a plan/strategy, in cooperation with the
Village, that is supported by the community.
• New construction required (improve existing building; build new
building on existing site; retrofit other existing building elsewhere in
Village; or build new building elsewhere in Village).
• Conduct a space needs analysis of existing Library to determine space
needs.
• Determine funding options (consider referendum to fund new
construction).
• Identify alternative locations for sites and buildings.
• If relocated, determine appropriate reuse of existing library structure.
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Objective 11:
Establish a centralized hiring process to improve coordination of hiring
new Village employees; maximize work force utilization; and ensure
professional, qualified, experienced, and service-oriented new hires.
Implementation:
• Village Council adopt policy for centralized hiring process.
• Adopt Standardized Assessment Center Procedure for every hire.
• Define job – qualifications and skills required for every position.
• Develop questions for interview; situational work problems; and
computer test if computer skills are required for the position.
• Interview procedure requires at least two designated individuals to
conduct interview – Department Director and one of the following:
Director’s supervisor, Village Administrator, or Assistant to the
Administrator.

Objective 12:
Continue to improve the Village’s disaster preparedness program and
procedures to ensure sufficient resources and planning are in place to
accommodate residents in time of need.
Implementation:
• Periodically examine the Village’s disaster preparedness program and
overall capacity and readiness.
• Continue to improve upon the Village’s program that is already in place
and that is currently being improved.

Objective 13 (on-going):
Develop “how to” hand outs to assist residents and builders with
navigating the Village’s building permit process, variance process, and
other processes.
Implementation:
• After draft forms have been prepared, have staff, residents, and builders
evaluate the materials to allow for revisions prior to implementing their
use by the department.
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Community Focus Area 5

Goal:
Preserve and protect the natural features, open space, and
wooded areas that contribute significantly to the Village’s
overall character, setting, and uniqueness.
Objective 1:
Adopt an appropriately scaled back Environmental Features Protection
Ordinance aimed at protecting natural features during commercial
and residential construction activity and that protects features that
impact larger environmental systems, such as drainage, stormwater,
and other water basin systems.
Implementation:
• Review the draft Environmental Features Protection Ordinance that was
considered previously, and identify those components that were most
controversial and objectionable to the community.
• Revise/eliminate components as necessary and evaluate the
effectiveness and purpose of the revised ordinance.
• Conduct public hearings to discuss revised ordinance and adopt if
appropriate.

Open Space
and Natural
Environment
The trees, natural environment, open space,
and overall forested setting were consistently
cited as the most important components contributing the Village’s character, charm, and
identity, and were primarily responsible for
distinguishing the Village from neighboring
communities. Although there was great clarity
as to the importance of the trees, environment,
and open space, there was little consensus as
to what specifically to do about it, other than
preserve and protect these resources.

Objective 2:
Provide access to open space and environmental areas in order to
accommodate appropriate interaction with the outdoors and help
foster a sense of stewardship for the environment.
Implementation:
• Work with Forest Preserve to identify all existing trails within the forest
preserve and elsewhere in the area.
• Make available maps of the existing trails at the Village Hall, Library, on
the Village’s web site, and elsewhere in the Village.
• To the extent possible designate and/or establish bicycle/pedestrian
trails, paths, or routes to connect to the forest preserve trails and “link”
the various areas of the Village.
• Coordinate with the Forest Preserve District, equestrian groups, and
bicycle organizations to conduct an annual “Trail Etiquette” workshop for
area residents.
• Ensure that any new environmental/open space opportunity in the
Village accommodates the appropriate interaction between individuals
and the environment.
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Objective 3:
Develop and adopt a tree preservation and protection ordinance that
requires additional trees to be planted on sites where mature trees are
proposed for removal.
Implementation:
• Examine tree preservation and protection ordinances from other
communities.
• Based on review and discussion of these ordinances with the appropriate
Village body, prepare a draft ordinance for discussion and consideration.
• Adopt a tree preservation and protection ordinance as part of the
Environmental Features Protection Ordinance or as a separate ordinance.

Objective 4:
Better address the leaf burning issue.
Implementation:
• Conduct an appropriate forum for the community discussion of the leaf
burning issue.
• Research the environmental impacts of leaf burning and alternative
solutions such as collection.
• Have the Village Board, based on community input, and staff and
consultant research, establish a new leaf burning/leaf collection policy for
the Village.
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Community Focus Area 6

Goal:
In coordination with preserving and protecting the open
space, wooded areas, and overall forested character of the
Village, undertake improvements and policies that continue
to establish the overall attractive appearance, character,
ambiance, and image of the community.
Objective 1:
Establish “Historic Preservation” to assist with the identification and
preservation of historically significant structures within the Village.

Village Character
Most residents overwhelming agree that the
Village’s overall character is primarily established by the natural environment, abundance
of trees, and overall wooded/park-like setting.
However, other issues related to the character
and appearance of the Village were also noted.

Implementation:
• Administrative action.
• Appoint a Historic Preservation Committee.
• Establish the purpose, authority, responsibilities and scope of the
committee.

Objective 2:
Maintain and promote the Village as a community that strongly
supports the arts.
Implementation:
• Continue to support and cooperate with the Fine Arts Committee and
McCord House as valuable and important community assets.
• Seek opportunities for the inclusion of and establishment of public art at
key locations throughout the community.
• Continue to pursue the establishment of a museum campus/complex
along the canal.
• Continue to work with surrounding communities and other
organizations to plan, promote, and host arts related events and
activities.

Objective 3:
Improve the appearance on major streets through improved
streetscaping, signage, lighting, maintenance,
Implementation:
• Capital expenditure and consultant assistance required.
• Retain a consultant to develop a streetscape improvement plan for the
major corridors in the Village (including landscaping, lighting, entry
features, pedestrian amenities, banners, signage, etc.)
• Retain a consultant to take the plan and prepare detailed drawing to
facilitate putting the project out for bid.
• Prioritize the improvements as necessary to facilitate a phased
installation program, as funding is made available.
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Objective 4:
Maintain the Village as a “horse friendly” community.
Implementation:
• Continue to accommodate the boarding of horses on appropriate
residential properties.
• Establish necessary zoning code provisions to ensure compatibility of
adjacent residential properties when at least one of the properties is
boarding a horse(s).
• Coordinate with the Forest Preserve District, equestrian groups, and
bicycle organizations to conduct an annual “Trail Etiquette” workshop for
area residents to ensure that area trails remain equestrian friendly.
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Community Focus Area 7

Goal:
Provide a system of parks and recreations facilities and
services that meets the needs of the Palos Park community.
Objective 1:
Examine programming needs to ensure appropriate and desired
programs are being offered to meet the needs of Village residents,
including children, teens, adults, and seniors.
Implementation:
• Survey residents to determine desired programs.
• Research trends to determine upcoming program needs.
• Evaluate current program offerings and revise to meet the needs of the
community.
• This process should be conducting every couple of years or as needed.

Parks and
Recreation
Throughout the community outreach activities,
residents consistently cited a desire for improved
park and recreational facilities within the Village. Limitations on available land, funding,
staffing, and other resources currently limit
the availability of parks and recreation sites,
as well as programs and activities for Village residents. While some improvement can
be made through revised programming, most
improvements needed for parks and recreation
will require moderate to substantial funds.

Objective 2:
Examine the re-organization of Recreation Department staff to ensure
adequate staffing and management.
Implementation:
• Identify the specific role and responsibilities of new positions and
establish the qualifications/experience the person filling the new
positions should posses.
• Prepare job descriptions outlining expectations and responsibilities of
new positions.
• Post job openings, accept applications, identify candidates, interview, and
hire.
• Evaluate individual and position responsibilities to ensure new positions
and resources are being allocated efficiently to maximize benefit of new
hires to the Village.

Objective 3:
Renovate the existing recreation building (old Village Hall), including
improvements and upgrades for air conditioning, bathrooms, noise
proofing, converting the old board room into a movie room, etc.,
making it better suited for its new sole use as a recreation facility.
Implementation:
• Develop detailed list of desired improvements.
• Evaluate the structure and identify building improvements that are
required for reasons of safety.
• Develop master list of improvements to be made to structure.
• Get quotes on the cost of construction/repair/upgrades.
• Prioritize improvements to accommodate phased funding.
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Objective 4:
Construct outdoor public restrooms at appropriate locations to
improve park facilities and user friendliness.
Implementation:
• Hire a contractor to examine site(s) and propose a location for the facility.
• Have the contractor prepare construction documents and price for
facility.
• Have contractor construct facility.
• RFQ, RFP, and other bid proposal methods may be used to select and
retain a consultant.

Objective 5:
Better utilize existing facilities available for recreational purposes by
improving coordination and resource sharing with schools, the forest
preserve, and neighboring communities.
Implementation:
• Inventory existing recreation facilities within the Village and surrounding
areas.
• Identify and examine the use of each facility to identify opportunities for
maximizing recreational use of the facility by Palos Park residents.
• If appropriate, propose the owner/operator of the facility a plan that
would accommodate better use of the facility by Palos park residents.

Objective 6:
Establish additional park sites throughout the community
(including west of LaGrange Road) that are of sufficient size
to accommodate programmable needs for organized sports,
including soccer, softball, and baseball.
Implementation:
• Identify potential locations within the Village for the development of
additional park space.
• Identify potential locations within the Planning Area that may be outside
the current Village limits.
• Explore and maximize the opportunities and potentials for the
establishment of additional programmable park space with each new
development and annexation.
• Consider establishing a parkland dedication requirement for new
proposed developments to be annexed into or developed within the
Village.
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Objective 7:
Bus/van for trips/activities
Implementation:
• Evaluate the real need for a bus or van for Recreation Department use.
• Weigh the cost of owning, insuring, and maintaining a van or bus versus
the cost of leasing a vehicle or contracting for passenger service when a
trip or other event is planned.
• If deemed appropriate, pursue purchase through the Village’s established
vehicle purchase program.

Objective 8:
Explore the opportunity to provide a daycare center as part of the
program offerings by the Recreation Department.
Implementation:
• Contact parks or recreation departments or districts that currently
provide such a program to examine all aspects of the operation.
• Outline how such a program would or could be implemented in Palos
Park, including the cost of set-up and operation.
• If deemed appropriate and viable, establish a day-care program.
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Community Focus Area 8

Communications
Improved communication can improve almost
all facets of the Village. Improved communications can result in better service to residents,
allow residents to more effectively inform the
Village about concerns and issues, help keep in
touch with and respond to the Palos Park business community, and improve coordination and
efficiencies within the Village organization.
The objectives identified below are intended to
improve communications on many different
levels.

Goal:
Improve communications with Village residents, businesses,
other organizations, and within and between the Village’s
different departments and boards and commissions.
Objective 1:
Create a master list of email addresses for all ZBA, PC, and Board
members and distribute the list to every member.
Implementation:
• Compile an updated master list of all email addresses and phone
numbers of all PC, ZBA, and Board members.
• Distribute list to all Board and Commission members.
• Update and re-circulate list as needed.

Objective 2:
Have annual or biannual meetings with the Village Board, Planning
Commission, and Zoning Board of Appeals to allow a regular and open
dialogue to discuss procedural, organizational and substantive issues
that each or all groups may be dealing with in their respective roles as
Village officials.
Implementation:
• Ask each participating group to identify potential discussion topics for
the meeting and submit them to the Village Board.
• Prepare an agenda, select a date for the meeting, and provide the
information to all parties.
• Provide a summary report of what was discussed and follow-up on any
actions or recommendations that resulting from the meeting.
• Conduct such a meeting on an annual basis or as needed.

Objective 3:
Develop and distribute a “new resident” packet for distribution to all
new residents that would contain helpful information regarding Village
services, rules and regulations, important or frequently requested
phone numbers, information on local businesses, community amenities
(library, recreation, McCord House, etc.)
Implementation:
• Working with Village staff, compile appropriate information that would
be most useful to new residents.
• Coordinate with School Districts, Forest Preserve District, Library,
Recreation Department, Police Department, Building Department, Public
Works Department, McCord House, houses of worship, local businesses,
and others to ensure thorough representation and information.
• After staff review, present material to Village Board for review and
comment.
• Send a copy of the booklet/information to all new residents of Palos Park
as soon as possible upon their moving into the Village.
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Objective 4:
Improve the Village’s newsletter as communication tool for local
residents and businesses.
Implementation:
• Include a questionnaire in the Village’s newsletter soliciting ideas on how
to make the newsletter better.
• Make appropriate revisions to the newsletter according to resident
feedback.
• Include such a questionnaire annually in the newsletter and monitor
feedback on a regular basis.

Objective 5:
Continue to use cable as a communication tool and work to improve
the frequency, quality, and content of cable as a medium to assist and
inform residents.
Implementation:
• Survey residents to find out what they would like to see on the local
cable channel.
• Consider preparing informational videos to run on cable – such as “how
to apply for a permit”,“bicycle safety”,“variations – what they are for and
how to apply for one”,“Village organization – here’s who we are and what
we do”.
• Increase the number Village meetings that are televised.
• Coordinate with local schools, institutions, and organizations to possible
broadcast informational “shorts” on a variety of topics – travel, art,
environment, etc.

Objective 6:
Establish citizen advisory committees on an as needed basis to assist
the Village staff, boards, and commissions in assessing community
concerns and developing potential solutions for consideration.
Implementation:
• The Village President should appoint residents and business persons,
when deemed appropriate, to various citizen committees to assist with
researching and addresses different topics as they may arise.
• Any citizen committee should be chaired by an elected or appointed
official of the Village.
• The citizen committee should report it findings and recommendations
to the group whose member is the Chair of the citizen committee. The
appropriate group would then report to the Village Board.
• Note: This is similar to group that was recently formed to look into the
issues related to the boarding of horses.

Objective 7:
Improve the Village’s web site as noted in Section 3: Village Services.
Implementation:
• See Section 3: Village Services.
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For more information, please contact the Village Administrator’s Office at 708-671-3702

